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Don't just seal it, it!

Permanent Head Gasket Repair - A unique formula
specially developed to permanently repair serious head gasket
and porous block problems

 Simple To Use - Just Shake, Pour & Go! - Works in Minutes

 Can Be Added to a Hot or Cold Engine

 Can Be Added to the Overflow Tank

 With Anti-Rust Protection

 Freeze Proof to -38 Degree Celsius

 Full Money Back Guarantee

 Independently tested to ASTM D-3147

 Developed and Made in the USA

 Just Pour & Go - No Need for Expensive Workshop
Head Gasket Repairs!

 K-Seal ULTIMATE is the simple, permanent fix for
blown head gaskets, cracked heads and blocks, and
porous engine blocks

 Guaranteed repair for the life of your engine or your
money back!

 K-Seal ULTIMATE’s unique formula works with all water-cooled engines; there’s no
need to drain or flush the cooling system

 Just one bottle of K-Seal ULTIMATE is enough to fix blown head gaskets and cracked
heads in cars, SUVs and small trucks. For larger engines, simply use two bottles

 Simply shake the bottle, pour K-Seal ULTIMATE into your cooling system, and you’re
back on the road
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 K-Seal ULTIMATE is an evolution of the K-Seal technology
designed to specifically target head gasket and block
failures

 K-Seal ULTIMATE provides several enhancements over

K-Seal original, not least is the larger bottle size delivering

more of our independently tested coolant leak solution to

your vehicle

 The added K-Tek formula now helps to reduce friction and

adds anti-corrosion properties which help to extend the

life of cooling systems components such as the water

pump and radiator

 The added anti-freeze protection means that it will not

freeze if stored above -38 degrees Celsius, so it will

always be ready for use just when you most need it

 K-Seal Ultimate uses the safer but more expensive

additive propylene glycol, giving customers the best

possible solution when it comes to making a successful

repair for cooling system leaks
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